
February 2nd,  2012

John Traversy    via ACCESS-KEY
Secretary General 
Canadian Radio-television and
Telecommunications Commission
Ottawa, Ontario  K1A 0N2

RE:   CNOC Part I Application requesting expedited relief to address implementation of the capacity 
model approved in Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2011-703 
CRTC File: 8622-C182-201200063

Mr. Traversy,

1. Vaxination Informatique  is in receipt of the Bell Canada letter dated February 1 requesting a change 
in process for the CNOC Part 1 application concerning technical aspects of implementing the 2011-
703 decision.

2. The goal is to find a technical solution which implements the 2011-703 and 704 decisions in the most 
elegant, and cost effective manner.  Most importantly, such solution must be realistically implantable 
within the incumbent’s infrastructure.

3. The current process does not give the Commission any means to verify whether suggestions received 
on February 6th can realistically be implemented, and if so, in what time frame and cost.

4. One possible avenue would be the insertion of an interrogatory phase where the Commission and 
parties could ask Bell Canada (and Cable companies) to discuss the technical feasibility of the various 
proposals made on February 6th . This would provide the Commission with information necessary to 
make a good decision.

5. Bell Canada’s suggestion that all parties be allowed to participate in the final comments is certainly of 
value in cases where the process was not initiated by an incumbent. In this particular case, the deadline 
for final comments should be delayed until 10 days after the end of the interrogatory phase.

6. In the current Part 1 application,  CNOC mentioned that they would deal with the actual rates in a 
separate application. Perhaps that separate application would be the better venue to discuss whether 
the 10% discount applied to business users who use residential login realms is appropriate.

7. With regards to pushing the deadline from February 6th to the 13th, Vaxination is neutral on the issue. 
Perhaps moving the deadline from the 6th to the 9th (Thursday) might be a compromise Bell Canada 
would be comfortable with ? 

Regards,
Jean-François Mezei
Vaxination informatique

c.c.: Parties to the Commision’s letter of January 6th
 Yvan Davidson, CRTC
 Lynne Fancy, CRTC
 Martin Brazeau, CRTC
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